In real-world problems, uncertainties (e.g., errors in the measurement, precision errors) often lead to poor performance of numerical algorithms when not explicitly taken into account. This is also the case for control problems, where optimal solutions can degrade in quality or even become infeasible. Thus, there is the need to design methods that can handle uncertainty. In this work, we consider nonlinear multi-objective optimal control problems with uncertainty on the initial conditions, and in particular their incorporation into a feedback loop via model predictive control (MPC). In multi-objective optimal control, an optimal compromise between multiple conflicting criteria has to be found. For such problems, not much has been reported in terms of uncertainties. To address this problem class, we design an offline/online framework to compute an approximation of efficient control strategies. This approach is closely related to explicit MPC for nonlinear systems, where the potentially expensive optimization problem is solved in an offline phase in order to enable fast solutions in the online phase. In order to reduce the numerical cost of the offline phase -which grows exponentially with the parameter dimension -we exploit symmetries in the control problems. Furthermore, in order to ensure optimality of the solutions, we include an additional online optimization step, which is considerably cheaper than the original multi-objective optimization problem. We test our framework on a car maneuvering problem where safety and speed are the objectives. The multi-objective framework allows for online adaptations of the desired objective. Alternatively, an automatic scalarizing procedure yields very efficient feedback controls. Our results show that the method is capable of designing driving strategies that deal better with uncertainties in the initial conditions, which translates into potentially safer and faster driving strategies.
Introduction
In many real-world engineering problems, one is faced with the problem that several objectives have to be optimized concurrently, leading to a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP). The typical goal for such problems is to identify the set of optimal tradeoff solutions (the socalled Pareto set) and its image in objective space, the Pareto front. Similar problems occur in the context of control, where an input function has to be computed such that a dynamical system behaves optimally with respect to multiple objectives. One particularly successful approach for feedback control with conflicting criteria is model predictive control (MPC) , where an open loop optimal control problem is solved repeatedly over a finite horizon and then directly applied to the real system, which is running in parallel. As this requires the solution of MOPs in realtime, special measures need to be taken in the case of multiple criteria. Possible approaches are the weighting of objectives [BM09] or reference point tracking [ZFT12] , see also [PD18a] 2 Background
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts that are utilized in the consecutive sections. First, we introduce the multi-objective optimal control problem. Next, we introduce the concept of uncertainty and efficiency that we will use in this work. Finally, we present some basic concepts of model predictive control.
Multi-objective optimal control
The basis for all considerations is the following general nonlinear multi-objective optimal control problem:
Definition 2.1 (Multi-objective optimal control problem). min x∈X ,u∈U
. . .
x(t 0 ) = x 0 , g i (x(t), u(t)) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , l, h j (x(t), u(t)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , m,
(1)
where t ∈ (t 0 , t e ], x ∈ X = W 1,inf ([t 0 , t e ], R nx ) is the system state, and u ∈ U = L ∞ ([t 0 , t e ], U ) is the control trajectory with U being closed and convex. J : X × U → R k denotes the objective function with k objectives in conflict, f describes the system dynamics, and g = (g 1 , . . . , g l ) T and h = (h 1 , . . . , h m ) T are the inequality and equality constraint functions, respectively. The functions C i : R nx × U → R, Φ i : R nx × U → R are continuously differentiable for i = 1, . . . , k. Moreover, f : R nx × U → R nx is Lipschitz continuous, and g, h : R nx × U → R l are continuously differentiable. The pair (x, u) is called a feasible pair if it satisfies the constraints of Problem 1. The space of the control trajectories U is also known as the decision space and its image is the so-called objective space.
Problem 1 can be simplified by introducing the flow of the dynamical system:
f (x(t), u(t))dt.
(2)
As a consequence, the explicit dependency of J, g and h on x can be removed and the formulation replaced by a parametric problem with x 0 being the parameter: min u∈UĴ (x 0 , u) g i (x 0 , u) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , l, h j (x 0 , u) = 0, j = 1, . . . , m,
where t ∈ (t 0 , t e ] andĴ i (x 0 , u) = te t 0Ĉ i (x 0 , u)dt +Φ(x 0 , u) (4) withĈ i (x 0 , u) := C i (ϕ u (x 0 , t), u(t)) andΦ i (x 0 , u) := Φ(ϕ(x 0 , t e )) for i = 1, . . . , k. Here, u := u| [t 0 ,t] is introduced to preserve the time dependency. The constraintsĝ(x 0 , u) andĥ(x 0 , u) are defined accordingly. u is called a feasible curve if it satisfies the equality and inequality constraintsĝ i , i = 1, . . . , l, andĥ j , j = 1, . . . , m. In the remainder of the manuscript, we will restrict ourselves to inequality constraints.
Introducing uncertainty to MOCP
The problem formulation (3) allows us to treat uncertainties in the initial conditions as parameter uncertainties:
Definition 2.2 (Multi-objective optimal control problem with uncertainty in the initial state (uMOCP)). Given a set of initial conditions Y ⊆ R nx and a set of control variables U ⊆ R nu , a known uncertain set Z ⊆ R nx and an objective functionĴ : Y × U × Z → R k , a multi-objective optimal control problem with uncertainty in the initial state P(Z) := (P(α), α ∈ Z) (5)
is defined as the family of parametrized problems P(α) := minĴ(x 0 + α, u) s.t.ĝ i (x 0 + α, u) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , l.
Note that the solution to such a problem is not uniquely defined. In this work, we use the definition of set-based minmax robustness (SBR) proposed in [EIS14] in the context of multiobjective optimal control (see [IS16] for other interpretations of efficiency):
The authors generalize the definition of efficiency from classical multi-objective optimization problems [Par27] by replacing the single pointsĴ(x 0 , u) ∈ R k in Problem (3) by the setŝ
of all possible objective values under all scenarios. Similarly to [EKS17] , the true initial condition x 0 ∈ R nx is an element of the set {x 0 } + Z = {x 0 + α : α ∈ Z} 1 . Furthermore, we require 0 ∈ Z to include the exact initial condition.
Definition 2.3 (Set-based minmax robust efficiency). Given an uncertain multi-objective optimal control problem P(Z) and an initial condition x 0 , a feasible curveū ∈ U is called set-based minmax robust efficient (re) if there is no u ∈ U\ū such that
where R k denotes the set {z ∈ R k : z ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , k} and the relation ≥ is defined as presented in [Ehr05] .
Note, that in the remainder of the paper, we use the term efficient curve (resp. set) to refer to the set-based minmax robust efficient curve (resp. set). Finally, we will define as R the efficient set and J Z (R) its image. In the following example, we visualize the previous definitions. Consider the following uMOCP with J :
1 Note thatĴ is now of the formĴ : R nx × U → R k since we consider decision uncertainty. Figure 1 shows an example of minmax efficiency, where the set of feasible points 2 is shown in 1a. Figure 1b shows all possible realizations of the feasible points when considering the uncertainty α. Next, Figure 1c shows the supremum sets for eachĴ Z (x 0 , u), u ∈ U , and we can observe in Figure 1d that theĴ Z (0, u I ) − R 2 (blue) andĴ Z (0, u III ) − R 2 (purple) contain theĴ Z (0, u II ) (red). Thus, they are not efficient. Further, the u II (red) is efficient sinceĴ Z (0, u II ) − R 2 does not containĴ Z (0, u I )(blue),Ĵ Z (0, u III ) (purple) norĴ Z (0, u IV ) (yellow). Finally, u IV is also an efficient solution.
Model predictive control
Model predictive control (MPC, see [GP17] for a detailed introduction) is a very popular and highly flexible framework to construct a feedback control law using a model of the system dynamics. In order to obtain a feedback signal, the model-based open loop problem (3) is solved on a finite-time prediction horizon of length t p . This means that we set t e = t 0 + t p . Then a small part of length t c ≤ t p is applied to the real system, and the problem has to be solved again on a shifted time horizon, i.e., for t 0 = t 0 + t c and t e = t e + t p . Several extensions to multiple objectives have been presented [PD18a] . Well-known approaches are the weighted sum method [BM09] or reference point tracking [ZFT12] .
The MPC framework allows for easy incorporation of nonlinear dynamics as well as constraints. However, the solution has to be obtained within the control horizon t c , which is particularly challenging in the presence of multiple objectives. A remedy to this issue is explicit MPC where -instead of solving the control problem online -the optimal input is selected from a library of optimal inputs which was computed in an offline phase for all possible initial conditions. In the linear-quadratic case [BMDP02] , this library is computed using multi-parametric programming. The explicit solution is exact for all inputs even though only a finite number of problems has to be solved. As the number of problems can quickly become prohibitively expensive, an extension to exploit symmetries has been proposed in Danielson and Borrelli [DB12] for linear-quadratic problems.
If the dynamics are nonlinear, then the explicit MPC procedure requires interpolation between different library entries. In this situation, the optimal inputs cannot be characterized by polygons as before. Instead, the space of initial conditions is discretized, and an optimal control problem is solved for each initial condition within this grid [Joh02, BF06] . To obtain controls for intermediate values, interpolation is used, which results in an additional error that has to be taken into account. In [OBP18] , a very similar path was taken for multi-objective optimal control problems, where the interpolation is performed between elements of Pareto sets.
Symmetries in uMOCP
Symmetry identification in dynamical systems and optimal control can help to simplify the problem at hand, as invariances in a system lead to several (possibly infinitely many) identical solutions. These can then be replaced by one representative solution, which leads to faster and more efficient numerical computations, as the representative has to be computed only once. This concept was used in the control context in [Fra01, FDF05] , where solutions of optimal control problems are obtained very efficiently by combining elements from a pre-computed library of socalled motion primitives. Inspired by the concept of motion primitives, symmetries in dynamical control systems were exploited in [OBP18] to design explicit MPC algorithms for nonlinear MOCPs to reduce the computational effort to solve the problem.
In the following, we extend this last study on symmetries in MOCPs to problems with uncertainty in the initial state. Formally, we describe symmetries by a finite-dimensional Lie group G and its group action ψ : R nx × G → R nx . For each g ∈ G, we denote by ψ g : R nx → R nx the diffeomorphism defined by ψ g := ψ(·, g).
We want to identify efficient solutions to Problem (7) that remain efficient when the initial conditions are transformed by the symmetry group action such that arg min
The following theorem provides conditions under which Equation (11) holds.
Theorem 3.1 (Symmetry of uMOCP). Let X = W 1,∞ ([t 0 , t e ], R nx ) and U = L ∞ ([t 0 , t e ], R nu ). If 1. the dynamics are invariant under the Lie Group action ψ, i.e. ψ g (ϕ u (x 0 , t)) = ϕ u (ψ g (x 0 ), t) for all g ∈ G, x 0 ∈ R nx , t ∈ [t 0 , t e ] and u ∈ U;
2. there exist η, β, δ ∈ R, η = 0, such that the cost functions C i and the Mayer terms Φ i , i = 1, . . . , k, are invariant under the Lie Group action ψ up to linear transformation, i.e.,
and Φ i (ψ g (x e )) = ηΦ(x e ) + δ for i = 1, . . . , k;
3. the constraints g i , i = 1, . . . , l are invariant under the Lie Group action ψ, i.e.,
then we have
We say that problem (uMOCP) is invariant under the Lie group action ψ g , or equivalently, G is a symmetry group for problem (uMOCP).
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we will first show feasibility and then optimality. In both cases, a key component of the proof is the fact that x 0 + α ∈ R nx . Thus, the invariance property of the dynamics also hold for uncertainty in the initial condition as
Feasibility. Let u be a feasible curve of problem (uMOCP) and let ϕ u (x 0 +α, t) be the solution of the initial value problem. We now consider problem (uMOCP) with initial value ψ g (x 0 + α). Substituting u into the inequality constraints of the transformed (MOCP):
for i = 1, . . . , l and for all α ∈ Z.
Optimality. First, we prove that solutions to the supremum problem are invariant the under group actions on initial conditions. Then, we prove the same follows for the minimization problem. Assume the maximum exists for all u ∈ U in Equation (15), let α ∈ arg max αĴ (x 0 + α, u), and assume there exists anα such that
This is a contradiction to α ∈ arg max αĴ (x 0 +α, u). Thus, the Pareto set for the maximization problem with initial values x 0 + α and ψ(x 0 + α) are identical.
Next, let u ∈ arg min u max αĴ (x 0 + α, u), and assume there exists anũ such that
This is a contradiction to u ∈ arg min u max αĴ (x 0 + α, u). Thus, it follows that the efficient set is invariant under group actions on initial conditions. By Theorem 3.1, efficient sets are valid in multiple situations. Thus, identifying symmetries in the uMOCP allows reducing the search space and the computational effort since one only needs to compute one representative efficient set.
Further, if the group action acts in the same way as the uncertainty, that is, ψ g (x 0 + α) := x 0 + α + g, g ∈ R nx such that α + g ∈ Z then there exists a relationship with other definitions of robustness for MOCPs. As shown in [OBP18] , the Pareto sets with initial conditions x 0 and ψ g (x 0 ) are identical for all g ∈ G. This leads to what is known as highly robust efficiency [IS16] .
Definition 3.2 (Highly robust efficiency). Given an uncertain multi-objective optimization problem P(Z), a feasible curveū ∈ U is called highly robust efficient for P(Z) if it is efficient for P(α) for all α ∈ Z.
This means that any Pareto solution of P(α) for α ∈ Z will remain optimal in the Pareto sense regardless of the presence of uncertainty. Thus, if one is interested in highly robust efficiency and the group action acts in the same way as the uncertainty, it suffices to solve one representative MOCP leading to further computational savings.
The Method
There exist two fundamentally different -namely indirect and direct -approaches to solve optimal control problems. In a direct approach, a discretization is introduced for both the state and the input, by which the optimal control problem is transformed into a high-yet finitedimensional MOP [LSKVI10, OBRzF12] such that methods from multi-objective optimization can be used. In the following, we present a classification of solution methods for MOPs based on when the decision-maker participates in expressing his/her preferences [HM79] .
• A priori: the decision maker has to define the preferences of the objective functions before starting the search [Zad63, Bow76, Wie80, DD98].
• A posteriori: first, an approximation of the entire Pareto set and front is generated. It is then presented to the decision maker, who selects the most preferred compromise according to her/his preferences [DSH05, Deb01, CLV07, HSS17].
• Interactive: both the optimizer and decision maker work progressively. The optimizer produces feasible points and the decision maker provides preference information [MM95, SCM + 19].
In this work, we investigate a hybrid approach. First, we compute an approximation to the efficient set of the family of uMOCP in an offline fashion. Then, at each step of the simulation, an algorithm selects an adequate, efficient feasible curve for the given context with the help of Given the initial conditionsx 0 (after exploiting the symmetry group G) at iteration i, the online method approximates the optimal control strategy. This process can be with or without the information from the offline phase. The control strategy is applied to the model over the control horizon and returns the initial conditions for the next iteration.
the efficient solutions computed offline. Figure 2 shows the general flow for the simulation. There exist two main blocks, the first one is the online phase which optimizes the control strategy given the initial conditions (subject to uncertainty). Note that the online phase can make use of the library of solutions computed offline. The second block is the model that receives the optimized control strategy and returns the initial conditions for the next iteration. In the following, we describe in detail the offline and online phases.
Offline phase
From the formulation of the uMOCP, it can be observed that the problem is parameterized with respect to the initial value x 0 ∈ Y, i.e., we have to solve a so-called multi-objective parametric optimization problem. For this class of problems, a feasible curveū ∈ U is called efficient for
To avoid solving infinitely many uMOCPs, we introduce a discretization of the set Y and solve the resulting uMOCPs. A potential drawback of the approach is that the number of problems increases exponentially with the state dimension n x . However, by exploiting symmetries in the problem, the number of uMOCPs to solve by be significantly reduced. This reduction is a consequence of the change in the dimension of the initial conditions from
Algorithm 1 shows the steps to follow to solve the family of uMOCPs. This algorithm follows the framework proposed in [OBP18] .
Algorithm 1 is highly parallelizable. The maximum possible speedup of a parallel program to its sequential counterpart according to Amdahl's law [Amd67] is given by
Algorithm 1 Offline phase Require: Lower and upper bounds x 0,min , x 0,max ∈ R nx . 1: Dimension reduction: decrease dimension of the parameter x 0 ∈ R nx , tox 0 ∈ Rñ x by exploiting the symmetry group G. 2: Construction of library: create anñ x -dimensional grid L for the parameterx 0 betweenx 0,min andx 0,max with δ i points in the i th direction. This results in N = ñx i=1 δ i parameters. 3: Compute the efficient sets Rñ x for allñ x ∈ L where n c denotes the number of cores. This is the case, since typically the number of subprobles is much larger than the number of core available. Thus, the maximum acceleration is be given by the number of cores n c .
In Algorithm 1 many sets of efficient solutions in the sense of minmax robustness of the uMOCP need to be computed. We here use the generic stochastic search algorithm [LTDZ02] , see Algorithm 2. The algorithm starts by generating a random sample from R nu (P 0 ) and then filters those points that are efficient with respect to the set P 0 . Then, in each iteration j, the algorithm generates new feasible points from those in the archive A j through evolutionary operators [Deb01] . In the next iteration, the new feasible points are again filtered, and the efficient solutions are stored in the archive A j+1 .
Algorithm 2 Generic Stochastic Search Algorithm
The update of the archive A j is realized using the function ArchiveU pdateR (cf. Algorithm 3 for the pseudo code), which computes all efficient solutions in a probabilistic sense. The archiver will go through all candidate points, and it will add a candidate p ∈ P if there is no solution a ∈ A in the archiver that dominates p. Further, a solution in the archiver will be removed if there is a candidate solution p that dominates a. The complexity in terms of the number of the comparisons is given by O(|A||P |).
for all a ∈ A do 7:
ifĴ Z (x 0 , p) ⊆Ĵ Z (x 0 , a) − R k then 8:
A := A\{a} 9: end if 10:
end for 11: end for If we assume Algorithm 2 as a generator, then it is possible to prove that the archiver does not cycle or deteriorate in their entries [Han99] .
Theorem 4.1. Let l ∈ N, P 1 , . . . , P l ⊂ R nx be finite sets, and A i , i = 1, . . . , l, be obtained by ArchiveU pdateR using a generator, and C l = l i=1 P i . Then
Proof. Let C l = {u 1 , . . . , u m }, where the u i 's are considered by the archiver in this order. Let u ∈ C l , then there exists an index j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that u = u j . First, let u ∈ A l . Then u will be added to the archive in the j-th step and not discarded further on (line 3 respectively line 7 of Algorithm 3). Next, let u ∈ A l . That is, there exists a point u i ∈ P C l such that
Hence, u is either not added to the archive, or discarded if added previously.
Next, we investigate the limit behavior of the sequence A i of archives. To guarantee convergence, we have to assume the following (see also [SLT + 10, SCM + 19]):
where P (A) denotes the probability for event A and B δ (u) the n-dimensional sphere with center u and radius δ. The following theorem shows that the sequence of archives converges under these conditions with probability one to R in the Hausdorff sense (see Definition 4.3).
Theorem 4.2. Let Problem (3) be given, whereĴ is continuous and R nx is compact. Further, let Assumption (22) be fulfilled. Then, using a generator where ArchiveU pdateR is used to update the archive, leads to a sequence of archives A l , l ∈ N, with
Proof. First, we show that dist(A l , R)) → 0 with probability one for l → ∞. We have to show that every u ∈ R nx \R will be discarded (if added before) from the archive after finitely many steps, and that this point will never be added further on. Let u ∈ R nx \R. Since there exists p ∈ R withĴ(x 0 , p) ⊆Ĵ(x 0 , u) − R k . Further, sinceĴ is continuous there exists a neighborhood U of u withĴ(x 0 , p) ⊆Ĵ(x 0 , u), ∀u ∈ U . By assumption, there exists a number l 0 ∈ N such that there exists u l 0 ∈ P l 0 ∩ R nx . Thus, by construction of ArchiveU pdateR, the point u will be discarded from the archive if it is a member of A l 0 , and never be added to the archive further on. Now we consider the limit behavior of dist(R, A l ). Letp ∈ R. For i ∈ N there exists by assumption, a number l i and a point p i ∈ P l i ∩ B 1/i (p) ∩ R nx , where B δ (p) denotes the open ball with center p and radius δ ∈ R + . Since lim i→∞ p i =p and sincep ∈ R there exists an i 0 ∈ N such that p i ∈ R for all i ≥ i 0 . By construction of ArchiveU pdateR, all the points p i , i ≥ i 0 , will be added to the archive (and never discarded further on). Thus, dist(p, A l ) → 0 for l → ∞.
We now investigate the performance of Algorithm 1 using the following example problem with
where −2 ≤ u 1 , u 2 ≤ 2 and 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.5. Note that for 0 < α < 1 the problem's Pareto set is invariant under translations in α [OBP18] . Thus, the solutions in the Pareto set are highly robust efficient as well as set-based minmax robust efficient [IS16] . However, this is not longer the case for 1 ≤ α ≤ 1.5. Figure 3 shows the efficient set and its image for different values of α. To solve this problem, we applied Algorithm 1 on 30 archives of 100, 000 uniform random feasible points each. Further, we measured the quality of the feasible points in the archiver in terms of the ∆ 2 indicator [SELCC12] . This indicator measures the distance between a reference set and an approximation using averaged Hausdorff distance with the L 2 norm. The quality was measured after 500, 1, 000, 10, 000 and 100, 000 iterations. Figure 4 shows the result of applying Algorithm 3 to Problem (24). Figure 5 shows the convergence of the method for the ∆ 2 indicator. For all cases, we show the median. From the results, we can observe that the archiver can keep efficient solutions and that the method converges as the number of samples increases.
Online phase
The online phase consists of two steps. First, we consider the approach proposed in [Joh02, BF06, OBP18] to obtain a promising initial feasible control input (We do not select a state trajectory from the library but only an input control trajectory u, as the state is generated by the system which is running in parallel) by exploiting the library generated in the offline phase. Next, starting from this solution, we compute a feasible optimal compromise (i.e., a solution that complies with the constraints) using a reference point method [Wie80, POBD19] , and apply it to the system.
In the first step, the task is to identify the current values forx 0 . We then select the corresponding efficient set Rx 0 from the library. In case the current initial condition is not contained in the library (which occurs with probability one), we use interpolation between different entries, cf. Algorithm 4. Next, given a preference of the decision-maker ρ ∈ [0, 1] k s.t. k i=1 ρ i = 1, an efficient feasible curve is chosen and used as an initial condition for the second step. Therein, we transform the uMOCP to a single-objective optimal control problem with uncertainty by means of a reference point formulation [Wie80] . In this method, the distance to an infeasible reference point Z ∈ R k in image space is minimized, which leads to an efficient point. Hence, the decision-maker has an influence on the performance that should be achieved, as the"closest" realization to the reference point Z will be selected. Formally, the problem can be stated as:
where Z ∈ R k and dist is a distance between a set and a vector. For this purpose, we use the Hausdorff distance.
Definition 4.3 (Hausdorff distance). Let u, v ∈ R n and A, B ⊂ R n . The maximum norm distance d ∞ , the semi-distance dist(·, ·) and the Hausdorff distance d H (·, ·) are defined as follows:
Theorem 4.4. Given an uncertain multi-objective optimal control problem, u * is a set-based minmax robust efficient solution, if and only if u * is an optimal solution to Problem (25) for some utopic Z and if max α∈UĴi (x 0 + α, u) exists for all u ∈ U and for all i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Assume that u * is not a robust efficient solution for Problem 3. Then there exists an
From this fact it follows that
which contradicts the assumption that u * is a solution of Problem (25).
It should be noted that this is a particular case of the result found in [ZKMS18] . However, this formulation allows using other set distances such as the generalized averaged Hausdorff distance [VB18] . The entire online phase is summarized in Algorithm 4. Now, we present an example of the reference point method (25) on Problem (24) using a standard SQP solver for the single-objective optimization problems. We have taken u 0 = (−1.8, −1.6) T and Z = (0, 0) T . Figure 6a shows the landscape and the contour plot for the problem. It is possible to observe that for this particular instance, it is a multi-modal problem. Figure 6b shows the path of the algorithm in decision space and Figure 6c shows the path in objective space. From the figures, it is possible to observe the method converges to the optimal solution in this scenario within a few iterations.
Multi-objective car maneuvering
In this section, we present a car maneuvering problem with uncertainty in the state space that we will be dealing with throughout the rest of the paper. We first present the mathematical formulation of the problem and then perform a thorough analysis of the model with respect to the conflicting objective functions for a very coarse discretization in time by N u = 2 points. This way, we can gain insight into the problem structure and take this into consideration in our solution strategy. Furthermore, we analyze the effect of the uncertainty in the different parameters by performing a sensitivity analysis of the problem. Finally, we conclude the section by applying our on-/offline optimization approach and present the numerical results. We will show that using an additional online optimization step results in a very efficient framework for feedback control of complex nonlinear systems with uncertainty.
Algorithm 4 Online phase
Require: Weight ρ ∈ R k with k i=1 ρ i = 1 and ρ ≥ 0. for t = t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , . . . do
Obtain the current initial conditionx 0 =x(t). Identify the 2ñ x neighboring grid points ofx 0 in L. These points are collected in the index set I.
From each of the corresponding efficient sets R (x 0 ) i , i ∈ I, select an efficient solution u i according to the weight ρ.
Compute the distances d i between the entries of the library andx 0 :
Solve Problem (25) withû as initial point to find u. end if Apply u to the plant for the control horizon length t c . end for
Model definition
In this work, we consider the well-known bicycle model [TL90] . We are interested in optimally determining the steering angle for a vehicle with respect to the objectives secure and fast driving under uncertain initial conditions on a given track. In this model -which was also considered in [OBP18] -the dynamics of the vehicle are approximated by representing the two wheels on each axis by one wheel on the centerline, see Figure 7a for an illustration. When assuming a constant longitudinal velocity v x , this leads to a nonlinear system of five coupled ODEs:
where x = (p 1 , p 2 , Θ, v y , r) T is the state state consisting of the position p = (p 1 , p 2 ), the angle Θ between the horizontal axis and the longitudinal vehicle axis, the lateral velocity v y and the yaw rate r. The vehicle is controlled by the front wheel angle u and the variables
− v x (t),
have been introduced for abbreviation. The physical constants of the vehicle model are presented in Table 1 . The first objective measures the distance d to the centerline (cf. Figure 7b ), while the second objective corresponds to the distance driven along a track γ. For both objectives, we use projections of the position p of the vehicle onto the centerline (p c ):
and the corresponding distance to the centerline is defined as
In its current form, the system cannot be parameterized, as the track γ is defined by a function. To this end, a local approximation of the track was proposed in [OBP18] (cf. Figure  7b) , where the current angle α and curvature κ = dα ds , where s is the coordinate along the centerline, are assumed to be constant. This way, the track can be described by the four parameters {p c,1 , p c,2 , α, κ}. In combination with the initial condition x 0 , we have, in total, a nine-dimensional parameter. When introducing a numerical grid for this parameter, this results in prohibitively expensive offline-phase. Fortunately, we can exploit several symmetries in the system. As the entire problem setup is invariant under translation as well as rotation, only the relative position between the vehicle and the track is of interest, by which we can replace the parameters {p 1 , p 2 , Θ, p c,1 , p c,2 } by the distance d and the relative angle ξ (Figure 7b , for details on the symmetry reduction we refer to [OBP18] ). In summary, the problem can be parametrized by five parameters:x
where we use the notationx 0 to indicate that this contains both the initial condition of the dynamics (v y and r) as well as the relation to the track (ξ, d and κ) at t = t 0 . Exploiting the symmetries, the initial conditions for (27) become Θ = ξ, p(t 0 ) = (0, d) with Π γ (p(t 0 )) = (0, 0).
For this problem, we consider uncertainties that appear due to the precision and resolution of the sensors used and that are given by intervals. In particular, we focus on treating uncertainty in the distance to the centerline d (cf. Section 5.2).
Thus, the uMOCP can be formulated as
In order to solve the problem numerically, we use a direct approach, i.e., we introduce a discretization in time on an equidistant grid with step size h = 0.05 sec. This way, the control function u becomes a finite-dimensional input with N u = (t e − t 0 )/h + 1 entries, and the above problem becomes a (potentially high-dimensional) parameter-dependent MOP with uncertainty. 
Thorough analysis of the model
In this section, we analyze the model for N u = 2. Namely, we show the search space for each objective function, and then we examine the basins of attraction with the so-called cell mapping technique [Hsu87, SXSH18] .
Cell mapping methods transform the point-to-point dynamics into a cell-to-cell mapping by discretizing the space by hypercubes of finite size. Using the common descent direction q ∈ R n for all objectives (see, e.g., [FS00] ), a discrete dynamical of the form u (i+1) = u (i) + hq(u (i+1) ) can be formulated with a suitable step length h. The generalized cell mapping method (GCM) now allows us to analyze these dynamics and thus leads to the discovery of invariant sets, stable and unstable manifolds of saddle-like responses, domains of attraction, and their boundaries. The invariant sets (known as the persistent group in the Markov chain literature) represent equilibrium points, periodic or chaotic motions. In the context of multi-objective optimization, one can compute the local/global Pareto set and its basin of attraction (among other features) that can be interesting for exploratory landscape analysis [KPH + 14] .
For our analysis, we usex 0 = (−3, −6, −π/4, 0, −0.1) T . Figure 8 shows the objective function values for N u = 2, and we observe that both functions are multimodal, i.e.,Ĵ 1 andĴ 2 both have an optimum near [−0.5, −0.5] T and a second one near [0.5, 0.5] T , respectively. Figure 9 shows the attractors (blue) and basins of attraction (arrows) computed by the GCM with the center point method for MOCPs and the corresponding mapping to the objective space. The blue section in the graph corresponds to the attracting regions, and we observe that the function has two attractors. Thus it is a multi-modal function, although the basin of attraction for the global optimum is significantly larger. Notice that this behavior is maintained as the number N u of dimensions increases.
In the following, we present an empirical study on the effect of the uncertainty on lateral velocity, yaw rate, the distance to the centerline, and the mass of the vehicle for N u = 11. In this case, we study the uncertainty forx 0 = (−0.1801, 0.4349, 0, −0.0694, −0.0222) T . First, we generated 10, 000 uniform random control variables and computed the setĴ Z (x 0 , u) for all u ∈ P . Then we computed their corresponding efficient set. The results are visualized in Figure 10 . In the figure, each color represents a different feasible point. The first column showsĴ Z (x 0 , u) for ten feasible points. There it is possible to observe all the realizations of a feasible point when uncertainty is present. In general, the "longer" the lines, the more uncertain a feasible point is. Next, the second column shows the corresponding efficient set approximation. To help visualization, we added dotted lines to join feasible points in the same worst-case. Next, Figure 11 shows two efficient sets for initial conditions (−0.1801, 0.4349, 0, −0.0694, −0.0222) T (left) and (0.9842, −0.9982, 0, 0.0783, −0.0222) T (right). In this example the uncertainty is in the distance to the centerline d. Further, the third column showsĴ Z (x 0 , u)−R 2 for all efficient feasible points. From Figure 10 , we can observe that in the first three cases, the uncertainty can cause a considerable deterioration in the objective functions. Further, it is possible to visualize that feasible points that were dominated in the nominal case are efficient when uncertainty is introduced. This behavior is especially apparent for the lateral velocity (v y ), the yaw rate (r) and the distance to the centerline (d).
To finish this section, we present a global sensitivity analysis on the parametersx 0 . Global sensitivity analysis studies the amount of variance that would be neglected if one or more parameters were fixed. For our proposes, we computed the first-order sensitivity index [Sob93] :
whereĴ is the evaluation of the model at point y = (x 0 , m, L f ) and E[y|x] is the conditional expectation. This index measures the contribution of input y i on the output variance without considering the interactions with other parameters. Figure 12 shows the sensitivity index for the parameters for each objective functions. From the results, we can observe that the distance d is the most sensitive parameter forĴ 1 and κ for J 2 . On the other hand, the mass and L f have almost no effect on the problem.
Numerical Results
In this section, we apply our approach to the multi-objective car maneuvering problem. Table 2 shows the parameters for the library L that we use for the study. Further, we choose v x = 30, t 0 = 0 sec, t e = 0.5, and a time step of h = 0.05 sec. Consequently, we have u ∈ [u min , u max ] 11 , where u min = −0.5 and u max = −0.5. In the online phase, we then apply the first three entries to the system. For our study, we assume uncertainty in the distance d to the track centerline in the interval [−0.25, 0.25]. We selected the distance to the track as it the most sensitive parameter according to the sensitivity analysis from the previous section.
To evaluate the quality of the proposed hybrid approach, we first compare it to the approach proposed in [OBP18] (Opt Off/on). Therein, a library of Pareto fronts is constructed in the offline phase, cf. Figure 2 . In the online phase, a suitable input is computed via interpolation between library entries and according to the decision maker's preference (i.e., according to a fixed weighting vector). Alternatively, the weights may be adjusted automatically depending on the situation. One possibility is to increase the weight of the first objective (minimize the distance to the center of the lane) on straight parts and of the second objective (time to complete a lap) in curves. Note that this method addresses the problem without taking the uncertainty into account This yields a good basis for comparison, as it helps to emphasize the effect of uncertainty when it is not considered in the optimization methods.
We then test the different components of our method separately. In the first step (SBR-Off/on), the only extension is to solve the Problem uMOCP, i.e., to take the uncertainty into account. In the next step, we only use online optimization via the reference point method (RPM), which was also used in [ZFT12] for deterministic problems. In Figure 2 , this means that the database of optimal solutions computed offline is not used. This method requires a starting point to perform the optimization of the driving strategy. For this propose, the first starting point is drawn at random, and for subsequent starting points, we selected the driving strategy found in the previous iteration as the initial condition. Finally, in the Hybrid approach we use both techniques. This means that starting from an initial guess within the library, we use the RPM to compute a feasible Pareto optimum in the online phase. The properties of the different algorithms are compared in Table 3 with respect to the explicit treatment of uncertainties as well as offline and online computations. To decide which control strategy is going to be used at each iteration, we used a static approach. We set Z = (0, 0.7125) T for all cases, which corresponds to the vector formed with the minimum of each objective function (this is also called the ideal vector). Figure 13 shows the trajectories created by the respective algorithms on a test track. Figure 14  then shows the corresponding driving strategy (i.e., the control input), the distance to the center of the track, and the initial conditions for each step of the simulation (from left to right). Table 4 compares the methods on the test track for the two objectives (note that the objective of maximizing the driven distance for a fixed time horizon can be transformed to minimizing the lap time, i.e., the driving time for a fixed distance).
From the results, we can observe that there is a clear advantage of actively addressing uncertainty with respect to both objectives (compared to Opt Off/on). In particular, the strong zigzag behavior (Figure 14a in the middle) can be avoided, which results in lower lap times as well as a more secure driving behavior. As it was expected, the hybrid method has the best performance. However, it has higher computational cost since an optimization problem needs to be solved in every step. Thus, it can only be used if the time windows are sufficiently large to complete the optimization process. Also, both the hybrid and SBR-d H -RPM show less control effort, which is unexpected since a conservative driving strategy, in general, would tend to require more control effort. In this case, the strategy selected allows getting close to the centerline gradually while advancing on the track. The behavior results in less abrupt changes in the direction when compared to the Opt Off/on method. Finally, we compare the methods on five other tracks inspired by different racing circuits. We have taken the circuits images from Alastaro [Wik19b] , Abudhabi [Wik19a] , Catalunya [Wik19d] , Melbourne [Wik19c] , and Mexico [Wik19e] and treated them to obtain their contours. In this case, besides the comparison in terms of distance to the centerline (Table 5 ) and lap time (Table  6) , we also study the maximum distance to the centerline (Table 7) . From the results, we can observe that in terms of overall distance to the centerline and maximum distance, the hybrid method yields the best results in at least four of the six test cases. In terms of lap time, the hybrid provides better results in three out of the six tracks. This result shows that in some cases the strategies can be over-conservative but at the same time yielding "safer" driving strategies. In this work, we have introduced uncertainty to multi-objective optimal control problems in the initial state in the sense of set-based minmax robustness. In order to achieve the necessary performance for feedback control, an offline/online strategy has to be used. For this purpose, we exploit symmetries in the control problems to reduce the complexity of the offline phase. Further, we have proposed a hybrid method to obtain feasible and more robust and efficient solutions. Therein, an additional optimization is performed in the online phase using a reference point scalarization approach. For the first step of the hybrid algorithm, we have presented a generic stochastic algorithm with an external archiver. This method can find an approximation of the set of efficient solutions in a single run of the algorithm. Further, we have proved that the algorithm converges in the limit to the set of efficient solutions in the Hausdorff sense. In the second step, the reference point method is applied to improve further a solution selected from the library computed in the offline phase. Given a reference point, the algorithm is capable of finding the closest solution when the worst-case regarding the uncertainty is considered. Moreover, under some assumption on the reference point, we proved that the solution found by the method is also efficient.
Next, we have studied an application for autonomous driving to demonstrate the behavior of the methods. In our experiments, we found there is an advantage in considering uncertainty during the optimization process, and also in performing an additional online optimization. However, solving such problems becomes more expensive. Nevertheless, this hybrid approach yields very efficient and robust feedback signals while avoiding large parts of the expensive online computations. For the deterministic case, numerical experiments have shown that the performance is comparable to a globally optimal solution [PSOB + 17].
For future work, it will be interesting to allow for adaptive weighting by a decision maker, for instance in order to allow for reactions to changing priorities or to external conditions. Moreover, it might be beneficial to study other stochastic algorithms to solve the problems more efficiently. Further, in the case of the reference point methods, it would be interesting to consider other distance measures for sets such as ∆ p [SELCC12] as well as study achievement scalarizing functions. Finally, it would be interesting to test the approaches in other real-world applications as well as to study equality constraints handling techniques for this kind of problem.
